
SUMMARY
The topic of the diploma thesis is <opposition 'real*irreaf in A'Pogorelski's

works>.
The author of the diploma thesis is Sigida Anastasia Grigoryevna'

The scientific adviser is Petrenko Alexander Philippovich. 
-

The actuality of the topic of research is caused by the facl that literary

heritage of Pogoret t i i, not siudied well enough, though he was one of the first

Russian authors to'realize the principles of fantasy and mysticism' worked out

shortly before by western literature'
The aim of the research is to disclose regularities of including different

forms of fantastic figurativeness into the literary creative work of A' Pogorelski'

The tasks are as follows:
- to disclose the influence of mysticism on the development of

the Plot;
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- to find out the conditioned by the realization of the principle

of vailed fantasy motives of literary works by Pogorelski;.

- to point out different ways of including mysticism into the

structureofworks,itsconnectionwithfolklore;
- to examine linguistic devises of expressing mystical plan of

the literary work.
The theoretical value of the thesis lies in the fact that its findings enable a

deeper scientific conception of usage of fantastic type of ry convention and its

constituents in literary works and ways of its embodiment in fiction'

The practical value of the thesis is, first of all, in the possibility of using lts

resurts whle schoor teaching of riterature, in science circres and literary societies,

in speciar courses and seminars. This paper can also be a guideline at studying

analogicar aspects of riterary works by^other representatives of Russian romantic

prose.
The results of the research are in detailed studying of different forms of

fantastic in fiction by A.pogorelski, ways of interaction of fantastic and real and

especiarly of studyirrg ,o-.ulted veiied or unclear fantasy in literary works of the

writer.


